Instructions for The Apple Tree book.

a) Print pages and front cover.

c) Collate pages, add front cover, add a blank sheet for back cover, and secure the left side with staples or punch holes and use string to secure.

d) Depending on the skill level of the child, provide them with a sheet of apples to cut out and paste in place.
   (This book can also be completed by instructing the child to draw the correct number of apples on each tree.)

Additional notes:

The cover has a place for the child to write his or her name so this little book can be personalized!

You can use any of the apple tree pages so your child can practice just a few numbers, or all of the numbers between 1 and 20.

If you would like to use this book in the classroom, print pages on card stock and glue velcro to the back of each apple and on the trees according to the number for that tree. (Example: tree three would need three pieces of velcro, tree ten will need ten pieces of velcro, etc.)

Laminating is optional and could be done after your child has fun coloring the pages.

Use apple “chart” stickers in place of cut out stickers.
The tree has one apple.
The tree has two apples.
The tree has three apples.
The tree has four apples.
The tree has five apples.
The tree has six apples.
The tree has seven apples.
The tree has **eight** apples.
The tree has nine apples.
The tree has ten apples.
The tree has eleven apples.
The tree has twelve apples.
The tree has thirteen apples.
The tree has fourteen apples.
The tree has 

fifteen apples.
The tree has sixteen apples.
The tree has seventeen apples.
The tree has eighteen apples.
The tree has nineteen apples.
The tree has twenty apples.
The Apple Tree